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ABSTRACT
Parameterized components provide an effective way of build-
ing scalable, reliable, flexible software. Techniques have
been developed for reasoning about parameterized com-
ponents in such a way that the relevant properties of a
parameterized component can be predicted based on the
restrictions on actual parameters. These techniques as-
sume that the parameters are bound at compile-time. But
in some cases, compile-time is just not late enough to in-
stantiate a parameterized component; we would like to
push instantiation into run-time instead. Doing this is
sometimes dangerous, since we can no longer depend on
the type system of the language to support our reasoning
methods. In this paper, we present a specification notation
and associated proof obligations, which when satisfied, al-
low us to extend the theories of reasoning about templates
with static binding to dynamically-bound templates. We
present these proof obligations in the context of the Ser-
vice Facility pattern, which is a way of building templates
whose parameters are dynamically bound.

1. INTRODUCTION
In languages that support them, templates can be used

to program parameterized components, which can be spe-
cialized to meet specific client needs at component inte-
gration time. Further, since the language recognizes tem-
plates as first-class constructs, the compiler can enforce
type restrictions on them as well as it does on other parts
of the language. Reasoning about templates that are in-
stantiated1 at compile-time is considerably helped by the
fact that each of the instantiated templates defines a new
type that the compiler recognizes. Further, these types re-
1In this paper we use the word instantiation to mean the
setting of all parameters of a template. We refer to what
is often called object instantiation in the OO literature as
object creation in order to avoid confusion.
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main static for the rest of the program’s lifetime. In gen-
eral, a compiler that does compile-time template binding
(e.g., the C++ compiler) requires the following of the client
program that uses a template:

R1. The template is instantiated statically, and

R2. The actual template parameters result in type-correct
bodies for the template’s methods.

One important consideration with parameterized compo-
nents that could drastically affect their usefulness is the
binding time of template parameters. If parameters are
bound at compile-time (as in C++), we are faced with the
problem that the component is statically configured, and
no changes are possible after instantiation.

Fortunately, static composition is not inherent to pa-
rameterized programming [5]. The Service Facility (Serf)
design pattern [10] provides a way of building parameter-
ized software components, particularly in languages that
do not provide linguistic support for templates. In contrast
with C++ templates and Ada generics, which are instan-
tiated at compile-time, template parameters are bound to
a Serf at run-time. Such run-time binding has its advan-
tages — the client has more flexibility in pushing design
decisions to later in the program’s lifetime [11]. How-
ever, late binding also has a downside — reasoning about
program behavior becomes harder. Since Serf templates
are instantiated at run-time, the reasoning system must
be strengthened using additional proof obligations that
subsume compile-time type checking and related checks,
which we outline in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the Service Facility pattern, how to build parame-
terized components using this pattern, and the additional
obligations that are needed to reason about the correct-
ness of such components. We conclude in Section 3.

2. THE SERVICE FACILITY PATTERN
The Service Facility (Serf) design pattern [10] is a com-

posite design pattern [8] that combines elements of sev-
eral well-known design patterns [4], viz. Abstract Fac-
tory, Proxy, Factory Method, Bridge, and Strategy. Here
we only describe the aspects of this pattern that enable
parameterized programming. We refer the reader to [10]
and to [9] for more details on other aspects of the pattern.



Listing 1: C# Stack and StackSerf interfaces
1 public interface Stack : Data { }
2

3 public interface StackSerf : ServiceFacility {
4 void push(Stack s, Data x);
5 void pop(Stack s, Data x);
6 int length(Stack s);
7

8 // Template parameter(s)
9 public ServiceFacility ItemSerf { get; set; }

10 }

Listing 2: Instantiating StackSerf

1 /* ... */
2 PayrollRecordSerf pSerf = new PayrollRecordSerf_R1();
3 /* ... */
4 StackSerf stkSerf = new StackSerf_R1();
5 stkSerf.ItemSerf = pSerf;
6 /* ... */

When using the Serf design pattern, a client program
dynamically supplies template parameters to the Serf tem-
plate as strategies. Listing 1 shows the C# interface Stack-
Serf, a stack template. A client program using this Stack-
Serf will “instantiate” the template by assigning to the
ItemSerf property a Serf isf that will provide the type of
the item in the stack (a “strategy”). For example, Listing 2
shows a client instantiating implementation StackSerf R1
of StackSerf to create a stack of payroll records.

Since the template parameters are set at run-time, there
is no way for the compiler to ensure that they are set, let
alone in a type-safe way (i.e., with actuals that would have
allowed compile-time type-checks to succeed). At the point
that the stkSerf object is declared and constructed (line 4 in
Listing 2), the compiler decides that the object is ready for
use. However, under the semantics of Serfs, this object has
not been fully instantiated and is therefore not ready for
use. The client, therefore, has proof obligations that it has
to satisfy — that the Serf has been properly instantiated
with appropriate parameters (line 5).

The template parameters in a Serf are represented as
data members in the implementation. Each template pa-
rameter corresponds to one (or two in some cases) data
member in the Serf class. In order to ensure a Serf ob-
ject has, in fact, been properly instantiated, the client has
to satisfy a proof obligation that all of these data members
have legal values. We will see later (Section 2.4) what such
legal values are. In the rest of this section, we introduce
new notation for specifying template parameters for Serfs.

2.1 Specifying Template Parameters
In order to specify a template Serf, we use the RESOLVE [2]

notation. As an example, we present StackContract (bor-
rowed from [2]) specified using the RESOLVE notation in
Listing 3. This module defines one type (Stack) and its in-
terface exports three operations on this type — push, pop,
and length. The type definition describes a mathematical
model (string of Item, in this case), as well as the set of le-
gal values that a new instance of this type can assume
upon initialization (empty string, in the case of Stack).

Listing 3: The contract for StackContract specified using
RESOLVE

1 contract StackContract
2 context
3 global context
4 facility StandardIntegerFacility
5 parametric context
6 type Item
7 interface
8 type Stack is modeled by string of Item
9 exemplar s

10 initialization
11 ensures |s | = 0
12 operation push (
13 alters s: Stack,
14 consumes x: Item
15 )
16 ensures s = <#x> * #s
17 operation pop (
18 alters s: Stack,
19 produces x: Item
20 )
21 requires |s | > 0
22 ensures #s = <x> * s
23 operation length (
24 preserves s: Stack
25 ) : Integer
26 ensures length = |s |
27 end StackContract

Each module can export zero or more types. In the case
of a module that exports more that one type, the types are
identified using a type identifier2.

The global context of this contract introduces other mod-
ules or facilities that this component uses. In this partic-
ular example, StackContract makes use of an Integer com-
ponent, and therefore imports the standard realization of
that component (StandardIntegerFacility). In programming
language terms, the global context serves the same pur-
pose as Java import statements or C# using statements.

The parameters to this template are specified in its para-
metric context. In this example, StackContract is parame-
terized by the type of item that is contained in a stack. In
general, parameters can be of four different kinds: con-
stants, types, facilities, and math definitions. In this pa-
per, we only deal with type and facility parameters, al-
though the ideas can be easily extended to the other types
of parameters as well. A type parameter lets the client
specialize the template by supplying a specific type, as
in our current example. A facility is an instance of some
template. Thus, a facility parameter allows the client set
up an integration-time relationship between components.
The client can provide realizations of specific contracts
that the template can use. Template parameters can also
be restricted — the actual parameter could be required to
implement certain functionality in a valid binding.

2.2 SpecifyingSerfs in RESOLVE
The contract in Listing 3 specifies that it requires, as

part of its global context, the standard integer facility. Re-
call that a facility is an instance of a template, all of whose
2For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we only deal with
Serfs that export exactly one type, and so we will no longer
refer to the type identifier [10].



Listing 4: The contract for StackSerf

1 contract StackSerfContract
2 context
3 global context
4 service facility StandardIntegerSerf
5 parametric context
6 service facility ItemSerf
7 defining type Item
8 interface
9 type Stack is modeled by string of Item

10 exemplar s
11 initialization
12 ensures |s | = 0
13 operation push (
14 alters s: Stack,
15 consumes x: Item
16 )
17 ensures s = <#x> * #s
18 operation pop (
19 alters s: Stack,
20 produces x: Item
21 )
22 requires |s | > 0
23 ensures #s = <x> * s
24 operation length (
25 preserves s: Stack
26 ) : Integer
27 ensures length = |s |
28 end StackSerfContract

formal parameters have been bound to actuals. In order to
accommodate run-time binding of parameters, we intro-
duce new notation to the RESOLVE language. A service
facility is an instance of a template that is bound to its
parameters dynamically, rather than statically.

Further, we unify all the different kinds of parameters
that can be part of the parametric context of a RESOLVE
template to be service facilities. In the case of type param-
eters, for instance, we specify in the parametric context a
service facility that defines the required type.

Substituting service facilities for facilities, we can trans-
late the RESOLVE StackContract (Listing 3) into StackSer-
fContract (Listing 4). It is easy to see that the Stack and
StackSerf C# interfaces (Listing 1) can be generated from
StackSerfContract. All the information needed to generate
these interfaces is available in the contract. In general,
the type exported by a SerfContract is used to generate the
type interface (Stack in the example), and the interface
part of the contract, along with the parametric context is
used to generate the Serf interface.

2.3 Realizing RESOLVE Contracts asSerfs

Abstract RESOLVE components are expressed in the
Serf approach as interfaces. In the languages that we con-
sider (Java and .NET languages3), interfaces are first-class
constructs in the language. Interfaces in these languages
are comprised of method signatures. There is a direct map-
ping from the interface in the RESOLVE specification to
the programming language interface. Further, the tem-

3All languages that respect the Common Type System of
the Microsoft .NET Common Language Runtime have the
same set of features [7]. Henceforth, whenever we want to
refer to .NET languages, we will use C# as the represen-
tative.

plate parameters listed in the concept’s parametric con-
text are also represented by methods in the interface. Each
facility parameter in the concept corresponds to two meth-
ods — one setter, and one getter4. For example, Listing 1
shows the C# interface for a StackSerf component.

2.4 Reasoning About Service Facilities
Now let us see how we can augment Serf interfaces with

contract checking in order to enforce the proper use of Serfs
as parameterized components. We will handle the two re-
quirements, R1 and R2, separately.

R1. Enforcing Instantiation.Before the Serf can be used
to create data objects, we require that the Serf has been
properly instantiated, i.e., all the template parameters have
been set. For each template parameter that appears in the
parametric context of the component, the data members
that correspond to that parameter must have been set to
values other than their initial values5.

In order to make sure that by the time we use a Serf
it is properly instantiated, we include a check to make
sure that all the parameters have actually been set in the
pre-condition of each method, including the create method.
So, in accordance with design by contract [6], clients that
want to use a Serf object have to first instantiate it by sup-
plying appropriate actual parameters.

R2. Enforcing Restrictions.In the foregoing discussion,
we have presented one way of making sure that a Serf is
actually instantiated before it is used. However, how do
we make sure that the parameters that have been sup-
plied are appropriate from the type-checking standpoint?

To a limited extent, we can use the compiler to do these
checks for us. In Listing 1, the method used to set Item-
Serf takes a parameter of type ServiceFacility. So any legal
(according to the C# compiler) invocation of this method
should pass in a parameter that implements the Service-
Facility interface. This works, but only as long as we can
bundle up all the restrictions on a particular template pa-
rameter into a single interface. But this is not possible in
most cases. The following example illustrates this further.

Consider a Sort extension to StackSerf, StackSorterSerf.
This component creates stacks that can be sorted6. For
such a Serf, we have two separate restrictions on the Item-
Serf parameter. First, this parameter, as in the regular
StackSerf, should implement the ServiceFacility interface.
Second, data objects created by this ItemSerf must be com-
parable to each other. That is, we should be able order
these data objects according to some policy. Such a policy
can be enforced by requiring this parameter to also imple-
ment the AreInOrder interface, presented in Listing 5.

A correct ItemSerf parameter to StackSorterSerf must im-
plement both the ServiceFacility and AreInOrder interfaces.
A naive way to enforce this using the C# compiler is to
make AreInOrder extend ServiceFacility. Then, we can make

4Again, we ignore the slight complication of allowing a sin-
gle component to export multiple types.
5In this case, we will just use the initial value conventions
of Java/C# — for example, Object type variables are ini-
tialized to be null, and int variables are initialized to 0.
6We do not care why someone would sort a stack. The pur-
pose of this example is to illustrate problems with check-
ing restrictions on parameters.



Listing 5: AreInOrder interface
1 public interface AreInOrder
2 {
3 public bool AreInOrder(Data x1, Data x2);
4 }

the type of the ItemSerf property StackSorterSerf to be AreInOrder.
This way, the C# compiler could make sure that the pa-
rameter ItemSerf actually implements both interfaces. How-
ever, this solution is not desirable since in introduces a
spurious inheritance relationship between ServiceFacility
and AreInOrder where none really exists.

A better solution would be to create a new interface that
extends both ServiceFacility and AreInOrder, and change the
type of the ItemSerf() property such that it implements this
new interface. While this solution works, and does not cre-
ate bad inheritance hierarchies, it is cumbersome, requir-
ing the creation of too many new interfaces.

Moreover, certain kinds of restrictions are semantic re-
strictions that cannot be enforced by the compiler. As an
example, if a template takes two parameters that have to
be related in some way, thee is no way for such a relation
to to be encoded syntactically in C# (or Java).

The solution we advocate is again to rely on design by
contract. We embed the restrictions on parameters in the
specification of the component. From these specifications,
we can then create instantiation-checking wrapper com-
ponents that check whether a particular Serf has, in fact,
been instantiated completely. These components are sim-
ilar in spirit to checking components that ensure that the
behavioral contract of the component is respected [3]. The
difference here is that we check template instantiation.

Each of the parameters in the parametric context may
be annotated with restrictions. For instance, in the Stack-
SorterSerf example, we impose a restriction on the Item-
Serf parameter that it implement the AreInOrder interface.
This requirement, however, is stated in the RESOLVE con-
tract, but not in the corresponding C# interface for reasons
cited earlier in this section. Instead, the requirement is
encoded as part of the instantiation-checking component.
The setItemSerf method in the instantiation-checking wrap-
per for StackSorterSerf will now have a precondition that
the parameter it gets passed implements the AreInOrder
interface.

This precondition can be checked during execution us-
ing the Reflection API in C# and Java. The setItemSerf
method uses reflection to query the parameter it gets passed
to see the list of interfaces that parameter object imple-
ments. If AreInOrder is not part of this list, the check fails,
and the instantiation does not complete successfully. This
failure in instantiation is viewed as a failure to meet the
contract, and is handled in the same way as in [1].

Apart from these, there are two more things that need
to be checked as well. First, the object that is passed in as
a parameter to the setItemSerf method is itself a Serf, and
so we need to check if that Serf object has been properly in-
stantiated. In order to perform this check, we include an-
other method in the instantiation-checking wrapper that
can be used to query if the Serf that is wrapped in it has
been fully instantiated. This method returns a boolean
value, after checking (locally) all of the parameters to the

Serf. Second, in each method in the Serf, the parameters
passed to the method must be checked to see if their run-
time types match the expected type. For example, the pa-
rameter x to push in StackSerf must be of type Item.

The kinds of assertions that we are dealing with in check-
ing instantiation are all actually checkable at run-time.
They do not include arbitrary boolean predicates, but are
very constrained — of the form “object implements a given
interface”, or “object’s dynamic type is X”, etc.

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a framework for rea-

soning about parameterized components whose parame-
ters are bound at run-time. We have illustrated the use of
this framework in the context of the Service Facility pat-
tern, which is a design pattern that supports the construc-
tion of dynamically-bound parameterized components. The
components are first specified using RESOLVE, and then
realized as Serfs in an implementation language (C# in
this paper). Further, we have outlined wrapper compo-
nents that can check whether a particular Serf component
has, in fact, been properly instantiated before it is used.
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